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MAGNIFYING THE DESERT:
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SITE OF ‘AYN GHARANDAL, JORDAN
GAYATRI NANDWANI
FACULTY ADVISOR: DR. ERIN DARBY

1. Introduction
“Welcome to extreme desert,” Robert Darby tells a new class of students at the site of ‘Ayn
Gharandal in southern Jordan. Between the intense heat and mounding sand, it is easy to see his
point (Fig. 1). The Roman-period site rests in a dune sea, one of the many environments within
the Arabah Valley. The Wadi Arabah stretches ca. 163 km from the Dead Sea in the north to the
Red Sea in the south and forms the border between modern Jordan and Israel.

Figure 1: Overhead View of 'Ayn Gharandal, Jordan. Courtesy of the 'Ayn Gharandal Archaeological Project

Modern students are not the first to notice the challenging climate. Explorers to the site in
the early twentieth century also noted the sand and brackish water. On his first visit, T. E.
Lawrence quickly abandoned ‘Ayn Gharandal for the more hospitable regions in the highlands
(Woolley and Lawrence 1915). Although the site was subsequently visited by researchers for
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archaeological survey, no one attempted systematic excavation until the ‘Ayn Gharandal
Archaeological Project (AGAP) in 2009.
The real questions, however, are what motivated the Roman army to build a site here in
the first place, and why, after investing so much labor in creating the military outpost, they
would abandon it after ca. 65 years. As will be demonstrated below, the site lacks any evidence
for structures built before the late third/early fourth century CE. Surveys show (see Section 2)
that during the millennia between the Chalcolithic and Roman periods, very little construction
activity was undertaken in the valley. So, what possessed the Roman military to create a string of
forts running across this inhospitable region?
While particular imperial goals shed light on the foundation of ‘Ayn Gharandal, like
Diocletian relocating sections of the army to the eastern frontier (Darby 2015; Section 2 below),
there remain the questions of why the Romans established the site in this particular location
within the Arabah, how they managed the environment during occupation at the site, and
whether the landscape as it appears today existed during the Roman period. Did the Romans
construct their structures in the middle of a dune sea or did the dunes accumulate as an outcome
of the Roman structures and environmental changes?
This thesis is part of the research program attempting to answer those questions. As will
be explained, very few paleo-environmental studies have been conducted in the Arabah or the
southern Arabah (Section 2). Published studies have not been able to integrate large-scale
systematic excavation with geoarchaeological and geospatial analyses. In contrast, the
geoarchaeology program at AGAP has sought ways to integrate excavation of the site’s
structures with geoarchaeological data retrieved from the site’s buildings, from the general
vicinity, and from the Arabah region. The goal is to understand the natural history and
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environmental changes at the ‘Ayn Gharandal and to detect and measure human impact on the
natural environment (Cyr 2018).
As one part of that research program, microartifact analysis forms an important bridge
between the analysis of soil samples and the results of large-scale excavation (Section 3).
Microartifacts are detected through microscopic investigation of soil samples. They provide
important evidence attesting to the presence of buried activity areas and help identify which
activities took place in a particular location. In fact, many of the data types retrieved through
microartifact analysis could be missed through large-scale excavation, particularly those that
could have been the result of food production and consumption, like fish scales and egg shell.
Microartifact analysis might be more likely to detect ephemeral activity areas not associated with
major construction phases that are otherwise more visible during excavation, which makes
microartifacts particularly helpful for detecting human activities that may have taken place after
the primary period of occupation had ended. When combined with other analyses, like particle
size analysis, microartifacts also help establish the sequence of occupation at the site, including
periods of abandonment, and environmental changes. Finally, the results of microartifact analysis
can be compared with the artifacts recovered during excavation to identify any data that are
being lost during excavation.
To better address these issues, the second section of this thesis will review land
management and environmental studies performed in order to determine environmental changes
that took place during the Roman period. Section 2 will also provide a brief overview of the
Wadi Arabah to ensure an accurate understanding of the environment. Then it will summarize
the site and the excavations conducted at ‘Ayn Gharandal, focusing on the history of exploration
at the site, the results of excavation, and the geoarchaeology research program.
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Section 3 begins by defining microartifacts and their purpose in data collection. The
section reviews the literature on microartifact analysis, describing the impact of analysis for
reconstructing the past and how microartifact analysis can be combined with other types of data.
Section 3 will also report the objectives for carrying out microartifact analyses at ‘Ayn
Gharandal and what role this form of analysis plays in determining environmental changes and
modifications in excavation techniques. The section reviews the particular goals for this thesis: to
understand site-use after Roman-abandonment, clarify the changes between termination of
human occupation and the environment, and to compare the data retrieved from microartifacts to
macroartifacts in order assess how much data is being lost in regular excavation. Finally, Section
3 describes the laboratory setting and procedures that generated the data in the following section.
Section 4 reports the results generated by microartifact analysis and integrates them with
other forms of analyses to understand the record of human occupation, breaks in occupation, and
the resolution of data from excavation. The section integrates microartifact data with the results
of particle size analysis and the analysis of organic and inorganic carbon and explores how
microartifact analysis helps shed light on the stratigraphic sequence where the soil samples were
taken. The section also compares the results of microartifact analysis with the artifacts generated
during excavation of the same area. The thesis concludes in Section 5 by returning to the main
objectives, arguing the microartifact analysis has helped clarify the stratigraphic sequence,
identify activity areas, and improve excavation techniques at ‘Ayn Gharandal. Most importantly,
this thesis confirms that microartifact analysis constitutes an important technique in determining
the nature and scale of interactions between humans and the environment at the site.
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2. Environment and the Roman East at ‘Ayn Gharandal
This section will first (2.1) introduce the climate and land management studies that have taken
place in the Roman East, then (2.2) provide a brief overview of the Wadi Arabah and its
surrounding environment, and finally (3.3) discuss the work that has been conducted at ‘Ayn
Gharandal over the previous field seasons. The literature reviewed here will demonstrate the
significance of and need for studies that integrate geoarchaeological investigation with
stratigraphic excavation.
2.1 Climate and Land Management Studies
Environmental studies of Roman period remains have focused on the built environment rather
than land degradation or climate change. Still, some studies have suggested important
environmental shifts in various parts of the empire took place. Some environmental change may
have occurred during the Late Roman period in France and Germany according to Buntgen et al.
(2011), and further evidence of climate change during the first through ninth centuries CE was
posited by McCormick et al. (2012). Unfortunately, owing to better climate data in the northern
and western sections of the Roman empire, both studies largely avoid any discussion of the
eastern empire and both focus on climate change due to natural causes and its impact on the
stability of the Romans rather than environmental change brought about by land management.
Moving to the eastern empire, few sedimentological and morphological investigations
have focused on sites in Jordan’s Wadi Arabah (see below for more on this wadi system), and
very few connect environmental data with human land management as detected through
excavation. In contrast, more studies focus on earlier or later periods in the Near East (Barker,
Gilberston, and Mattingly 2007, Henry 1995, Mithen and Black 2011, Comer 2003, Rollefson
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1992, Ullah 2011, Rosen 2000). Nevertheless, as described below, the eastern edge of the Roman
empire (in what is today Jordan and the eastern border of Israel) became important in the late
third and early fourth centuries CE, particularly as it related to military occupation and a series of
sites, like ‘Ayn Gharandal.

Figure 2: Sites along the Eastern Border of the Roman Empire in the Late Roman Period. Courtesy of the 'Ayn
Gharandal Archaeological Project.

According to Niemi, one of the few researchers that has focused on the natural
environment of the Arabah during the Roman period, the two high points of settlement intensity
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in the valley were the Chalcolithic/Early Bronze Age and the Roman period (Niemi and Smith
1999). The former was tied to large-scale climate change but the concrete causes for the latter
remain unclear. According to Niemi and Smith’s hypothesis, a climate shift may have occurred
in the valley both before and after the Roman period (Niemi and Smith 1999).
Niemi and Smith’s study of the Wadi Arabah in southern Jordan incorporates both
archaeology and geoarchaeology to understand settlement pattern and environmental change
(Niemi and Smith 1999). Given its relevance to the present study, the research warrants further
description. The survey section of the project divided the region into three areas, with a total of
39 sites. The survey indicated that most of the sites were located within the Chalcolithic-Early
Bronze Age and Roman periods. There were relatively few sites in the category of Upper
Paleolithic and Epipalaeolithic, Pre-Pottery Neolithic, Middle Bronze-Late Bronze Age, and
Iron-Hellenistic areas (Niemi and Smith 1999). Niemi and Smith posit that the two periods of
settlement were most likely due to how the soil developed in the Chalcolithic-Early Bronze Age
and Roman periods, as there seems to be a wetter and cooler climate in those areas. In other
words, the change in the location of archaeological sites seems to have responded to
environmental changes. Furthermore, most of the Roman and Nabataean settlements were
located west of the valley and in primary and secondary land routes rather than out in the Wadi
Arabah itself. These archaeological sites indicate significant land use and sedentarization in the
southeast Arabah (Niemi and Smith 1999).
As for the geoarchaeological portion of their study, Niemi analyzed soil sediments, soil
development sites, and aerial photos of the fluvial systems that were draining into the wadi. The
alluvial fan surfaces were geologically mapped and three cycles of fan alluviation, entrenchment,
and soil development were found. Ultimately, Niemi and Smith posit that this region of the
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Arabah was probably warmer and much wetter to approximately 6-5 ka and this may explain the
rise of Roman-period settlements (63 B.C.-A.D. 324) (Niemi and Smith 1999).
A second study also detected some possible environmental changes between the
Nabataean (63 B.C.- A.D.135) and Roman periods (63 B.C.- A.D. 324), including a pattern of
human-induced desertification, according to Barker (Barker 2000). Barker reports the results of
the Wadi Faynan Landscape Survey. The goals of the project were to determine how previous
societies lived in such arid environmental conditions and what solutions they used (Barker 2000).
Wadi Faynan is located 40 km from Petra, the capital of the Nabatean kingdom and was famous
in the ancient world for mining and smelting. The survey lasted from 1996-2000 and focused on
the last 10,000 years of the period. Rather than excavated stratigraphy, the survey used
radiocarbon and Optical Spin Luminescence (OSL) dates in order to determine the occupation
sequence. They also used geochemical analysis, using EDMA (Energy Dispersive X-Ray
Microanalysis), to detect the presence of heavy metals and thus to assess the impacts of mining
and smelting on the environment. The survey also served to determine another key component of
the landscape – how farmers and pastoralists were exploiting the area of study and the
surrounding environment of the Wadi Arabah in the past, and even today (Barker 2000). The
research did suggest that human activities, particularly mining and smelting, have an
environmental impact; however, they were not able to integrate their data with stratigraphic
excavation of the built landscape at Faynan (Barker 2000).
In sum, while there are several environmental studies focusing on eastern Israel and
Jordan during the Chalcolithic/Early Bronze, the environmental conditions during the Roman
period are still poorly understood (see also Rambeau and Black 2011). Studies that have focused
on the Wadi Arabah, in particular, are few, and the environmental studies were not fully
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integrated with excavation (Allison and Niemi 2010, Brückner 1999, Makhlouf et al. 2010).
Therefore, these studies hint at correlations between human activity and environmental
conditions, but are lacking the data to proceed further. At least in the case of Niemi and Smith,
they argue that natural, climate change could be responsible for the rise of settlements in the
Roman period, though they say little about how those settlements impacted the environment
(Niemi and Smith 1999). For Barker et al., they focus more on human impact, particularly the
effects of mining and smelting on the environment around Wadi Faynan, which lies a
considerable distance to the north and east of ‘Ayn Gharandal, but the project did not incorporate
large-scale excavation (Barker 2000). Thus, while these studies hint at a connection between
environmental change and land management, there is still much work to be done.
2.2 Overview of the Wadi Arabah
To better understand the role the environment played in the lives of Roman period inhabitants
along the eastern frontier, it is important to grasp the environmental conditions in the Wadi
Arabah. The Arabah region is a valley that runs along the Dead Sea-Jordan fault zone and
extends from the Gulf of Aqaba in the south to the Dead Sea in the north (Fig. 3 below; Niemi
and Smith 1999). Tectonic motions from the fault zone in this area have decreased the valley
floor and increased the elevation of the mountains surrounding it. The igneous rocks located east
of the Aqaba consist of granite, monzogranite, granodiorite, and quartz diorite.
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Figure 3: Topographical Map of Jordan (courtesy of Wikimedia Commons) showing the Arabah Valley.

Mountains located on the west side of the Aqaba are predominantly made of cretaceous
sandstones, limestones, and dolomites. According to Niemi and Smith, the floor of the valley is a
low relief that is covered with Holocene to Pleistocene alluvial fans and mudflat sediments (Fig.
4 below; Niemi and Smith1999). The valley has an elevation of 300 m from sea level with short
drainages that flow into it from the mountain ranges surrounding it.
Rainfall during the modern period primarily occurs in the winter between November to
March. Most of the Wadi has a hyper arid environment and receives about less than 50 mm of
rainfall annually (Niemi 2013). The area varies considerably in width and elevation and contains
a number of environmental sub-regions, such as the dune field near ‘Ayn Gharandal (Fig. 5
below; Saqqa and Atallah 2004).
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Figure 4: Illustration of Geological Features in the Wadi Arabah. After Niemi and Smith 1999
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Figure 5: Illustration of Sub-Regions in the Wadi Arabah. After Niemi and Smith 1999
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As an active fault zone as well as an international border region, the Arabah has captivated
attention from researchers, developers, national governments, and international agencies
(Bienkowski and Galor 2006, Cordova 2007, Feinbrun and Zohary 1955, McDonald 1992, Niemi
2013, Niemi and Smith 1999, Zohary 1945). Given the conditions in the valley, it is difficult to
believe that the desert environment would not have played a major role in all aspects of everyday
life, from where to build structures, to subsistence strategies, to site abandonment. As previous
studies have shown, the only way to measure the interaction between the environment and these
settlement choices in this region is to integrate geoarchaeological and geophysical analysis with
systematic excavation.
2.3 Survey and Excavation at ‘Ayn Gharandal
‘Ayn Gharandal is a Roman military site that lays c. 70 km north of the Gulf of Aqaba, c. 40 km
southwest of Petra, and c. 200 m west of the mouth of Wadi Gharandal (Fig. 6 below). A spring
near the wadi’s mouth seems to be the primary reason for human settlement at the site (Fig. 7
below).
During the early twentieth century, many explorers visited the ‘Ayn Gharandal, including
Alois Musil. He describes the site as including two structures near the fort, a basin, towers, and
also walls near the spring (Darby et al. 2010). According to pottery that has been found in
regional surveys, the site seems to have been occupied during the Nabataean through Roman
periods. Even before excavation, researchers posited that the site was one in a string of military
forts created in the late third century by the emperor Diocletian and the other tetrarchs. At this
time, Diocletian transferred military legions and auxiliary units to the eastern edge of the empire
in an attempt to secure the eastern border and to control trade moving between the Red Sea and
the rest of the Levant and Mediterranean (Darby et al. 2010).
13

Figure 6: Map Marking Location of 'Ayn Gharandal. Courtesy of the 'Ayn Gharandal Archaeological Project

Figure 7: View of Spring in the Mouth of Wadi Gharandal. Courtesy of the 'Ayn Gharandal Archaeological Project
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The ‘Ayn Gharandal Archaeological Project (AGAP) began as a survey and preservation
project in 2009 under the direction of Robert Darby and Erin Darby. The main goal was to
determine the damage to the site inflicted due to looting in the last decade. Power lines had been
inserted into the structures, part of the bathhouse was excavated with heavy construction
equipment, and there was damage on the eastern ridge overlooking the site (Darby et al. 2010).
The survey, however, showed that the structures were fairly well-preserved due to the sand dunes
and the wash from the wadi, and the choice was made to begin excavating the site in 2010. Since
that time, AGAP has completed six seasons of excavation (Fig. 8).

Figure 8: Image of the Site, the Grid, and the Dunes at 'Ayn Gharandal. Courtesy of the 'Ayn Gharandal
Archaeological Project

The project has uncovered a bathhouse, latrine, Late Roman castellum, and possible
aqueduct system as well as many other structures according to Darby and Darby (Darby and
Darby 2015; Fig. 8 above and Fig. 9 below). The bathhouse itself consisted of the caldarium, the
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tepidarium, and the frigidarium. There was a significant amount of graffiti found throughout the
bathhouse. A fragment was found in the caldarium that contained a seated camel and two lines
of Greek text. There was also a faded boat located on the inside west face between the
tepidarium and caldarium. The largest amount of graffiti, however, was found in the frigidarium.
There were two full lines of Greek text, other partial Greek texts, 5 figural graffiti, two naked
men, an early chi rho, and two ship’s anchors, as well as an image of the goddess Fortuna/Isis
(Darby and Darby 2015b).

Figure 9: Topographical Site Map of 'Ayn Gharandal Showing the Fort (left, in blue) and Bathhouse Areas (right, in
green). Courtesy of the ‘Ayn Gharandal Archaeological Project

While the tepidarium seemed to have been looted, it was still fairly well-preserved and
most of the remains were still intact. All four of its walls still have plaster and many tubuli.
There were two types of ceramic pipes found, one rounded rectangular/oval tubuli with thumbhole perforations and round pipes linked with hydraulic installations. The latrine next to the
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bathhouse had walls made of plastered mudbrick and stone, and the plaster had risen uniformly
to perhaps indicate a multi-seater toilet bench. The floor was paved and surrounded by a channel
that was 75 cm deep and 50 cm wide, with a drain at both ends (Darby and Darby 2015a).
Further excavation in this area has uncovered the courtyard of the bathhouse, additional graffiti
in the frigidarium, a hot tub in the caldarium, the furnace, or praefurnium, and a room to the
west of the bathhouse (built after the bathhouse was finished) whose function is still under
investigation (Darby and Darby 2015a).
The Roman fort, or castellum, was covered in mounded sand and was occupied in the
fourth century CE as indicated by the excavated pottery. The fort is slightly lower in elevation in
the south than the north due to the layer of wadi wash that forms its ‘bedrock.’ The curtain walls
are all made of rubble and mud core and have a width of c. 2 m and a height of c. 3 m.
Excavation shows there to be numerous rows of rooms that line the walls of the fort; some are
made of mudbrick and others of stone topped with mudbrick. There were a number of burials
found below the surface, with skeletal remains discovered along the west, north, and east curtain
walls (see below for more on these finds). Along the west curtain wall, an inscription was set
within the tabula ansata, and it includes the narrative about the Romans, a few of which may
have been Nabataean (Darby and Darby 2015a).
A cluster of amphoras, pottery assemblage, intact vessels, installations, and remains of
Greek dipinti have all been found along various areas of the castellum. The first phase of the
fort’s main gate contained the arch that housed the dedicatory inscription (see below). The
second phase contains additional walls, a ramp, and a smaller threshold as compared to the first
phase. AGAP has hypothesized that these secondary construction modifications may have been
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due to environmental factors, like sand accumulation or seasonal flooding from the nearby Wadi
Gharandal, where the site’s primary water source was located (Darby and Darby 2015a).
Excavation in the fort has also produced the remains of a fourth century Christian church
that lies to the north of the officer’s quarters. The small church complex consists of a basilica
with raised apse and benches and an arched room to its north that served as the only entry point
into the basilica. This northern room produced material culture related to some domestic
activities, and the function of the room is still under investigation, as are possible storage areas to
the west of the north room. The elevation of the church’s foundation seems to correlate with the
secondary building phases already observed in the officer’s quarter (along the west wall) and in
the gate area, suggesting that the church was constructed at some point after the fort was already
functioning. AGAP hypothesizes that the church was built while the fort was used by the
garrison but after the Edict of Toleration in 313 CE (Darby and Darby 2017).
Most of the coins analyzed at this time and the site’s ceramic evidence date to the fourth
century, but the material culture provides little information about the exact foundation date
within that general window (see below for more on this point). Excavation does not indicate that
the site had a break in occupation before the second half of the fourth century. There is evidence
for secondary construction phases along one room in the north wall, in the entry to the officer’s
quarters, the building of the church in the courtyard, and the fort’s gate, and ceramic material
from all these contexts dates to the fourth century. Unfortunately, there is no datable material
from the initial phase of occupation from the excavation beneath the lowest surfaces and
underneath the north and west fort walls.
One of the only sources of archaeological data on the foundation of the fort was pottery
that came from inside layers of mudbrick wall collapse. These loci contained material dating to
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the late third/early fourth century (rather than just the fourth century more broadly), perhaps
suggesting the fort was constructed at that time. This date was finally corroborated during the
2013 season by the site’s foundation inscription. The inscription was found face down on a
rectangular block of limestone that was similar to that used in the bathhouse and fort. It contains
seven lines of Latin text that commemorate the emperors Diocletian, Maximianus, and the
Caesars Constantius for dedicating the inscription for the purpose of perpetual peace and
celebrates the honors they gave to the Cohors II Galatarum, the unit garrisoned at the site (Darby
2015). This inscription helps in dating the site because the II Galatarum is included in the Notitia
Dignitatum, a legal document which contains information on how the administration of the
Roman empire was organized. This document shows that the II Galatarum was still located at
the site around the mid-late fourth century, which also coincides with the dating of the pottery
found at the site, and that the fort was founded during the reign of the tetrarchs at the end of the
third or very beginning of the fourth century (Darby 2015).
The collapse of most of the site’s superstructure and partition walls suggests that they
may have been brought down by an earthquake that dates to May 19, AD 363. Underlying the
collapse in several areas is a layer of mostly sterile sand, indicating the site may have been
largely abandoned before the earthquake. One of AGAP’s research questions is to better
understand the abandonment of the site by the Roman military after only 60 years or less,
particularly given the amount of energy that would have been used to transport building
materials to the site and sustain the garrison there.
The site was used again in the tenth through fourteenth centuries CE for burial. Cists
were dug into the mudbrick collapse, sometimes marked by small stones. Excavation has
uncovered scores of individuals from within the fort, outside the fort, in the bathhouse, and on
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the ridge overlooking the site, with the largest number of burials in the fort itself. When
inhumations are well-preserved, the individuals are arranged facing Mecca and mostly on their
sides, indicating they are likely Muslim. A later inscription in Arabic that has been added over
the site’s Roman period foundation inscription may confirm this interpretation. The cists are poor
in grave goods, with some examples of burial cloth, simple rings, or pendants, but no pottery.
The individuals range in age. Although the origin of the population is currently unclear, AGAP
hypothesizes that the individuals may have been nomadic, given the absence of settlement in the
nearby area. Following re-use as a cemetery, the site appears to have remained abandoned
through the modern period (Darby and Darby 2013, 2015b).
Given the questions about site foundation and abandonment, one of AGAP’s central
goals is to understand the role the environment may have played in the imperial choices to first
establish and then abandon the site. To that end, since 2013 the project has incorporated
geoarchaeology through ground penetrating radar, analysis of satellite imagery and aerial
photography, sedimentology, and profile analysis. Analysis of soil samples includes particle size
analysis and microartifact analysis to better connect the excavated remains with data generated
through geoarchaeological and geophysical analysis. The goals of the geoarchaeology project are
discussed in greater detail below.
2.4 Conclusion
This section introduced climate studies that apply to the Roman empire and two crucial studies
conducted in order to understand environmental changes along the eastern edge of the empire in
the Wadi Arabah. The goal of these studies was to determine how previous societies lived in
such dry conditions and what methods they used in order to survive. At least one, Barker 2000,
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also attempted to measure human impact, focusing in that case on the impact of mining and
smelting. Neither study was fully integrated with large-scale excavation.
The section then argued that understanding the environmental conditions in the Wadi
Arabah is crucial in order to reconstruct daily life during the Roman period. Most of the wadi
today is an extremely arid environment which receives minimal rainfall per year, and the natural
history of its development is key in understanding Roman building techniques and the impact of
Roman occupation on the delicate environmental system. The section closed by introducing the
site of ‘Ayn Gharandal, or ancient Arieldela, in the Wadi Arabah. As one in a series of forts
constructed in the late third/early fourth century CE by the Roman military, this site is useful in
understanding the role the environment played in the establishment and sustainability of sites
like Arieldela throughout the Wadi Arabah.
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3. Microartifact Analysis and Environmental Studies at ‘Ayn Gharandal
This section will first (3.1) summarize the goals and procedures of micoartifact analysis and (3.2)
the goals for analysis at ‘Ayn Gharandal, and will then (3.4) review the laboratory analysis of
soil samples from the site undertaken during the summer of 2017. Section 3 aims to demonstrate
the utility of microartifact studies and the particular outcomes anticipated from microartifact
analysis at ‘Ayn Gharandal.
3.1 Introduction to Microartifact Analysis
Microartifacts are defined as objects that are smaller than typical artifacts (e.g., 2.0-0.25 mm),
that otherwise still qualify as artifacts (Dunnell and Stein 1989). According to Fladmark, they
were defined as being any kind of stone debris under 1 mm (Shott 1994). They have not been
recognized as important archaeological evidence until recently. Nevertheless, as the forgoing
review demonstrates, microartifacts constitute an important data set, particularly when used
alongside excavation and sedimentology.
There are many types of artifacts, and each group provides different information. For
example, microdebitage usually enters the record as small objects, shatter, or micro-flakes
produced during percussion and pressure flaking. Microartifacts can also enter the archaeological
record as large objects that become smaller later on while resident in the buried soils (Dunnell
and Stein 1989). In some cases, the smaller sizes of the artifacts are due to changes in weather
and the physical and chemical alterations that occur after deposition. Those artifacts that reduce
in size after initial deposition are crucial in determining cultural properties and the
transformations that took place since that deposition.
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While there are some challenges with microartifact analysis, such as difficulties in
identification and the labor-intensive techniques required to procure microartifacts, they are
essential pieces of evidence. One of their most important attributes is their abundance, yielding a
substantial amount of high-quality data (Dunnell and Stein 1989). This is especially valuable
when reconstructing depositional environments and discovering sites (Shott 1994). Their large
numbers are also useful in examining cores from sites that have been buried deep under the
modern surface (Dunnell and Stein 1989). Furthermore, microartifacts provide a mechanism to
more accurately and less expensively estimate artifact density.
The combination of “greater abundance and small size” provides very useful data, which
can shed light on versatile archaeological settings and can be used within multiple disciplines
(Dunnell and Stein 1989). For example, using the distribution of microdebris, archaeologists can
identify behavioral patterns that correlate with spatial organization within structures (Shott
1994). Microartifacts are also useful when examining the nature and magnitude of disturbances
experienced after the site was occupied (Shott 1994). They are especially unique regarding their
methods of transportation, as they are transported by “different agents of different competencies”
such as water and wind under a wide range of conditions (Dunnell and Stein 1989).
Microartifacts also complement and help to interpret the data attained from the distribution of
macroartifacts.
Looking at one particular site’s microartifact analysis will demonstrate the potential in
this line of research. For example, at the Widows Creek site in Alabama, archaeologists used
microartifact analysis to identify buried cultural deposits and surface horizons, as well as to
delineate activity areas, define intra-site spatial structure within known site boundaries and
features, and sort out complex formation processes within archaeological settings (Cyr et al.
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2016). As at Widow’s Creek, microartifact analysis can be extremely useful when analyzing
small soil samples that may contain no macroartifacts. Microartifact analysis can also be used in
combination with sedimentologic, geochemical, and macrobotanical data to understand “changes
in the nature, timing, and intensity of human habitation” (Cyr et al. 2016). It also helps determine
how different changes in the environment affect site occupation and site formation processes. For
example, microartifact analysis is especially crucial when trying to examine minute changes in
site stratigraphy. The lack of microartifacts in a sediment layer also helps establish timelines and
determines how to periodicize an era. At Willow’s Creek, the lack of cultural material and
features in the radiocarbon assays indicate a hiatus in site occupation (Cyr et al. 2016).
Microartifact analysis also provides data about a site’s inhabitants. It can help determine
the diet of various ethnic groups, what processes they used at specific sites, and whether they
hunted or not. Changes visible in microartifact data can often help determine how a group’s diet
may have changed and identify impacts that may have been caused by external factors.
Microartifact analysis can also help identify changes in site-use and landscape. For
example, microartifact data may correlate with changes in organic matter and elements such as
phosphorus, magnesium, potassium, and calcium. Changes in magnesium and potassium can
correspond with increases in charcoal and faunal bone, and increase in phosphorus can be related
to the accumulation of organic debris and refuse, reflecting more intensive, longer-term site use
and greater landscape ability (Cyr et al. 2016). Moreover, microartifacts also help to establish
relationships between these elements and what they mean. For example, increased site activity
associated with shellfish explains the increase in organic matter, as well as calcium ions, which
collectively indicate the reduction in available phosphorus (Cyr et al. 2016).
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In sum, microartifact analysis is an important tool in helping to identify relationships
between human activity and the environment. It can be used over many disciplines and
performed for numerous purposes, from estimating where human occupation took place to
understanding landscape development and anthropogenic impact. Microartifact analysis can be
employed alongside other analyses, like sedimentology and geochemical analysis, and can be
used alongside large-scale excavation to better identify activity areas and estimate long-term
changes in human management of natural resources at a site. In what follows, all of these
measures have been used together to understand the natural history of the site at ‘Ayn Gharandal
and to measure human interactions with the environment.
3.2. Goals for Microartifact Analysis at ‘Ayn Gharandal
The ‘Ayn Gharandal Archaeological Project began geoarchaeological research during the 2015
season. Since that time, the site Geoarchaeologist, Howard Cyr, has collected satellite images
and aerial photography for geophysical analysis, soil samples for particle size analysis,
geochemical analysis, and microartifact analysis, and has begun a geophysical survey using
ground penetrating radar and a gradiometer (Cyr 2018).
Goals for microartifact analysis at the site include identifying buried occupation layers as
well as breaks in the occupation of the site. This is particularly important for understanding (1)
the periods immediately following abandonment of the Roman-period settlement, during which
time areas of the site may have experienced intermittent human activity that does not otherwise
appear in the excavation record owing to the transient and ephemeral nature of these activities
(nomadic visitors, camps, etc.). The microartifacts in combination with the soil science may also
(2) help clarify the relationship between the cessation of human occupation and changes in the
environment, such as increased aridity, increased wind-blown sand, and local flooding events.
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Finally, (3) the microartifacts can be compared with the data generated through large-scale
excavation to assess what types of materials may go unnoticed during excavation and to adjust
future excavation strategies to better capture these data.
3.3 Description of Laboratory Analysis
The following analysis took place under the direction of Howard Cyr at the UTK Archaeological
Research Laboratory (ARL) and Geoarchaeology Core Facility and consisted of recording and
analyzing soil stratigraphy and taking soil samples for post-season analysis. The samples were
used for Particle Size Analysis and microartifact analysis, particularly at the site of ‘Ayn
Gharandal, Jordan. Safety measures included wearing a mask, to keep the sediment dust from
invading the mouth and nose, gloves to handle some of the samples and to avoid contamination,
and lastly, close-toed shoes to avoid the risk of injuring feet.
Laboratory analyses conducted include grain size distribution analysis using a state-ofthe-art Malvern Mastersizer 3000 laser diffraction particle size analyzer, organic matter and
inorganic carbon analysis, and microartifact analysis. I was also exposed to particle size analysis
and organic and inorganic matter analysis from another ARL project at the Winterville Mounds
Site in Mississippi. This current research focused on microartifact analysis and its relationship to
the data from particle size analysis at ‘Ayn Gharandal.
Particle size analysis was conducted on a Malvern Mastersizer 3000 laser diffraction
particle size analyzer. In order to measure the size of the particles, this machine uses laser
diffraction. As the laser beam passes through a sample, it measures the intensity of light scattered
to determine the size. A system is typically made of three parts, the optical bench, the sample
dispersion units (accessories), and the instrument software. The optical bench contains a
measurement area, where the sample passes through and the laser beam then lights up the
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particles. Then the intensity of the light scattered is measured by the particles for both red and
blue wavelengths over a wide range of angles. The sample dispersion units, of which there are
wet and dry, ensure the particles will be delivered to the optical bench to get measured at the
correct concentration in a suitable and stable state of dispersion. Lastly, the instrument software
controls the system during the measurement process, and it also analyzes the scattering data to
analyze the particle size distribution. It provides immediate feedback during the development
phase and afterwards, to ensure the quality of the results.
Particle size analysis measures the size distributions of mineral grains within a sample,
the results of which relate directly to depositional environments and soil formation processes.
Reflecting types of sediment transport, changes in particle size can often be directly correlated to
changes in environmental settings such as increased wind deposition during periods of increased
aridity. Prior to the particle size analysis, between 0.5 and 1.0 g of material was subsampled and
placed in 50-ml centrifuge tubes. Approximately 40-ml of concentrated bleach was then added to
the sample and heated to 70°C for 8 hours to remove all organic matter. Tubes were then
centrifuged, the supernatant syphoned off and discarded, and the sample rinsed with deionized
water. Approximately 20-ml of 15% hydrochloric acid was then added to the sample to remove
carbonate. At the conclusion of the carbonate pre-treatment, the sample was then then
centrifuged, the supernatant syphoned off and discarded, and the sample rinsed with deionized
water. Following the pre-treatment procedures, 15-ml of sodium hexametaphosphate, a
deflocculant, was added to the sample and shaken for 30 minutes. Particle size distribution was
then measured using a Mastersizer 3000 laser diffraction Particle Size Analyzer (PSA).
Organic matter includes a variety of carbonaceous substances including living organisms,
decomposed plant, animal, and microorganism remains, and decay-resistant humus (Brady and
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Weil 2000). Organic matter content often represents the decomposition of organic detritus within
an upper soil horizon, which may indicate a buried surface. When used in conjunction with other
analyses, the concentrations of organic matter in a sample are useful in determining the nature,
level of development, and hydromorphic conditions of a soil, which can vary from dry
inhabitable soils to human modified surface soils. Organic matter concentrations were measured
using the loss-on-ignition technique outlined by Broadbent (1965), in which approximately 50-g
of sample is placed in a tared quartz crucible, dried for 8 hours at 105°C and weighed. The
sample is then placed in a muffle furnace and heated at 375°C for 12 hours and reweighed. The
resulting weight loss is an estimation of the organic matter evolved during the burning process.
The baked sample is then placed back in the muffle furnace and heated to 800°C for 8 hours,
allowed to cool, and reweighed. The resulting weight loss for the between the post-375°C baked
sample and the post-800°C scorched sample is an estimation of the inorganic carbon evolved
during the scorching process. The manner in which inorganic carbon accumulates can reveal
much about past hydrologic and environmental conditions, especially in desert environments of
the Wadi Arabah. In arid environments, inorganic carbon accumulates in a soil usually through
evaporation of moisture trapped within the soil. Increased inorganic carbon may reflect increases
in soil evaporation, which could signify an environmental change to warmer and drier
conditions.
Microartifacts are defined as artifacts less than 6 mm (0.25 in) in length (Dunnell and
Stein 1989). Due to their small size, microartifact identification is usually conducted under low
magnification (10x to 40x) using a binocular stereomicroscope. The presence of microartifacts is
often used to identify buried cultural deposits and surface horizons, as well as to delineate
activity areas, define intra-site spatial structure within known site boundaries, and sort out
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complex formation processes within archaeological settings (Metcalf and Heath 1990, Sherwood
et al. 1995, Shott 1994, Simms and Heath 1990, Stein and Teltser 1989). Microartifact analysis
was conducted on ten baulk sediment column samples collected from the south baulk wall of the
West Block trench (D 5-5/13-12). Samples were passed through a series of sieves: 4 mm, 2 mm,
1 mm, and 0.5 mm, and then analyzed with a low-power stereoscopic microscope.
Microartifact analysis was carried out on the greater-than-2mm fraction. Ten categories
of microartifacts were quantified using the MMCount2 program developed by Sherwood and
Ousley (1995). This program calculates the standard deviation of the data set as the analyst
presses keys assigned to a specific artifact category. Once a 95% confidence interval is reached
for each category, the analyst can stop counting and move on to the next sample. Categories used
here include lithics, charcoal, ceramics, bone, mollusk/snail shell, fish scale, egg shell, daub, and
unmodified rock.
•

Lithics were identified using a combination of attributes including angularity, flake
thinness, presence of flaking features such as conchoidal fractures, bulbs of
percussion, ripple marks, and flake scars, and absence of frosting, often present on
alluvial quartz grains.

•

Charcoal is defined as any carbonized substance and may include a variety of
materials including burned wood, seed, or cane fragments.

•

Ceramic fragments are identified based on the presence of fired clay with evidence of
included temper (shell, limestone, sand, grit inclusions) or lenticular shaped voids that
mark the cavity created from leached shell.

•

Bone fragments are identified based on porous morphology and organic shape.
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•

Mollusk/snail shell, fish scales, and eggshell fragments were distinguished by their
color and surface morphology.

•

Daub is plaster or clay, often used to coat a surface; soft adhesive matter

3.5 Conclusion
This section establishes the purpose of microartifact analysis and its usefulness in artifact
collection and environmental analysis. Microartifacts are objects that are defined as any kind of
artifact that is smaller than 1 mm. The goals of microartifact analysis in this study were to
understand the periods post Roman-abandonment, help clarify the changes between termination
of human occupation and the environment, and lastly, to compare the data retrieved from these
microartifacts to that of macroartifacts. In order to do this, there were a suite of laboratory
analysis which took place such as Particle Size analysis, microartifact analysis, grain size
distribution analysis, and inorganic and organic matter analysis.
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4. Results and Interpretation of Microartifact Data from ‘Ayn Gharandal
This section first (4.1) reviews the locations of the samples taken for analysis and (4.2) presents
the results of particle size, geochemical, and microartifact analyses conducted on the soil
samples. The section then reports (4.3) the results of the microartifact analysis and (4.4)
integrates the soil science and microartifacts in order to understand the soil layers in the D:6-12
profile. Section 4 also (4.5) conducts a spatial analysis of the stratigraphic sequence in this area
in order to integrate the previous analyses with final excavation reports, and, lastly, (4.6)
includes an artifact analysis that compares the microartifacts with the artifacts uncovered through
regular excavation in the same area. The section concludes (4.7) that microartifact analysis has
added significantly to the interpretation of human-environmental relations at the site.
4.1 Location of Samples
The data samples were taken from a previously unexcavated portion of Square D:6/12 in the area
of the site’s bathhouse. This 5.0 by 5.0 m square was initially excavated during the 2010 season,
at which time a wall was uncovered ca. 50 cm from the northern square line. The soil between
that wall and the northern square line was left for future seasons. During the 2015 season
excavation continued to the north of D:6/12 in the newly opened Square D:5-5/13-12, a 5.0 by
10.0 m trench that bordered D:6/12 on its north. After D:5-5/13-12 was excavated to its furthest
extent, it became clear that the wall originally observed in the 2010 season in Square D:6/12
formed the southern wall of a room excavated in D:5-5/12-13. The unexcavated portion of
D:6/12 now constituted a helpful soil profile for this room, and so was drawn by the project
geoarchaeologist and samples were taken from each soil layer. Subsequently the profile was
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excavated, and D:6/12 was closed (Darby and Darby 2015b). We will discuss the stratigraphy,
soil deposition, excavated finds, and architectural context in the interpretation of results below.
4.2 Results of PSA and Inorganic and Organic Carbon
As described in Section 3, the soil samples were used to conduct particle size analysis,
geochemical analysis, and microartifact analysis. The results of these tests were then associated
with the soil layers, or strata, observed in the profile from which they were taken. Stratum I and
Stratum II, the upmost strata in the profile drawing (Fig. 10), are fairly similar to each other, both
mainly consisting of sand and silt. However, they do have varying amounts of organic and
inorganic carbon as demonstrated by the particle size analysis (Fig. 11). The majority of the
composition was fine sand, along with a little bit of medium sand. There was very little organic
matter found in the layers but there was slightly more inorganic carbon in Stratum II than there
was in I (Cyr 2018).

Figure 10: Drawing of Profile in D:6/12 that formed the south baulk of D:5-5/13-12. Courtesy of Howard Cyr and
the ‘Ayn Gharandal Archaeological Project
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Figure 11: Results of PSA, Organic Matter, and Inorganic Carbon Analyses from D:6/12 (south baulk of D:5-5/1312). Courtesy of Howard Cyr and the 'Ayn Gharandal Archaeological Project

In Stratum III there was a largely equal distribution of very fine sand, fine sand, and
medium grains of sand (Fig. 11). There was also slightly more organic matter than the previous
two layers, and a significant increase in inorganic carbon as well. In Stratum IV the composition
mainly consisted of very fine sand and fine sand; there was very little course sand. There was
slightly less organic carbon but still a decent amount of inorganic carbon. In Strata V, VI, and
VII there was largely very fine sand, fine sand, and medium size. There was little to no clay in
these layers. However, in Sample 9, taken from Stratum V, there was a significant amount of
organic matter, with great amounts of inorganic carbon as well. In Strata VIII and IX there was
large amount of fine sand, with medium sand and very fine sand as well. There was no silt or
clay found in these layers, with a small amount of organic matter but a greater amount of
inorganic matter found. Stratum X is pure sand with low organic matter and low inorganic
carbon (Cyr 2018).
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4.3 Results of Microartifact Analysis
The samples produced only a negligible amount of microartifacts. For this reason, they are not
quantified in the analysis below (Fig. 12) but simply marked by presence or absence. What is
clear from Figures 12 and 13 is that while charcoal was found throughout the strata, the largest
range of artifacts were present in Samples 5 and 6 from Stratum III, Samples 8 and 9 from
Stratum V, and Sample 10 from Stratum VI. These assemblages may suggest human activity
areas. Shell may be less indicative of activity, depending on the type of species, but egg shells
and fish scales may both indicate food preparation or consumption. The absence of microartifacts
from Strata VII and VIII is probably due to the fact that VII is the floor itself, rather than the
material that accumulated on top of the floor (Strata III-VI), and Stratum VIII is a small amount
of sub-floor material (more on the architectural context below).

Figure 12: Results of Microartifact Analysis from Profile Samples in D:6/12 (south baulk of D:5-5/13-12) arranged
by sample. Courtesy of the 'Ayn Gharandal Archaeological Project

Geoarch. Stratum
Stratum I
Stratum II
Stratum III
Stratum IV
Stratum V
Stratum VI
Stratum VII

Samples
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
14

Artifact Type
Charcoal, Daub, Shell, Fish Scale
Charcoal, Daub
Charcoal
Charcoal, Daub, Shell
Charcoal, Ceramic, Bone, Daub, Egg shell
Charcoal, Ceramic, Bone, Daub, Shell
Charcoal
Charcoal, Bone, Daub, Egg shell
Charcoal, Ceramic, Lithic, Shell, Egg shell
Charcoal, Lithic, Shell, Fish scale, Egg shell
No material
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Geoarch. Stratum
Stratum VIII
Stratum IX
Stratum X
Stratum XI

Samples
none
11
12
13
none

Artifact Type
No material
Charcoal, Shell
Charcoal
Charcoal, Fish scale, Egg shell

Figure 13: Results of Microartifact Analysis from D:6/12 (south baulk of D:5-5/13-12) Arranged by Soil Stratum.
Courtesy of the 'Ayn Gharandal Archaeological Project

The presence of charcoal throughout the layers could be considered unusual; however,
this may be accounted for by the spatial proximity of this room to other structures. The room in
question is adjacent to a bathhouse where substantial carbonized remains have been uncovered
through excavation. Rather than being indicative of buried activity areas, the charcoal in the soil
samples could just be part of the soil matrix, given the room’s proximity to the bathhouse and its
praefurnium, or furnace.
Of some interest is the presence of fish scales and egg shells in the lowest stratum,
Stratum X. Stratum X was probably trench fill in the gap between the natural wadi (Stratum XI)
and the bathhouse wall and may have served as construction material (Cyr 2018). For these
reasons some limited microartifacts may have found their way into this stratum either because
they were dropped here before the overlying room was constructed or because they were part of
the fill used to level the ground for construction.
4.4 Integrating Soil Science and Microartifacts in Interpretation of Layers
By integrating the soil science with the microartifact analysis we gain a greater understanding of
the soil layers in the D:6/12 profile. As suggested above, while Stratum X appears to be fill
(either built or naturally accumulating), this stratum can be compared with Stratum IX that
formed on top Stratum X and extends over the wadi wash of Stratum XI. This stratum has a
marked increase in clay and silt and an increase in organic matter that suggests the presence of
vegetation and soil formation, indicating stability in that stratum for some length of time. The
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increase in organic carbon associated with this stratum further suggests some evaporation of soil
moisture. Based on the architectural context (more below) it is likely that Stratum IX is the floor
of the room, upon which occupational debris accumulated (Figs. 10-11 above; Cyr 2018).
Between Strata IX and III there may be a series of separate buried soils or surfaces. In
addition to the increase in microartifacts, particular in Strata III, V, and VI, there is also a strong
increase in organic matter and sulfide from Strata VI to V (Fig. 11 above). It is possible, given
the dry environment, that the increase of silt could be the result of dung incorporated in the room
(Cyr 2018). In sum, microartifacts, organic, and inorganic matter in the strata do suggest a
change in site use overtime.
Turning to natural environmental change, the increase in inorganic carbon in Strata V-VII
may reflect an increase in aridity. There may be additional changes in soil moisture and
evaporation in Strata II-I, indicating increases in aridity and dune migration (Fig. 11; Cyr 2018).
Although some microartifacts were uncovered in these levels, they may have resulted from
contemporary activity from local Bedouin or even residual wind-blown materials, as are
common across the site.
Strata II-I probably mark the onset of the modern, natural environment currently visible
at ‘Ayn Gharandal. Prior to this point, the area would have been generally dry, but vegetated,
reflecting a wadi environment rather than a dune sea (Cyr 2018). This may suggest that the
natural landscape as it appeared in the Roman period continued for some time and differed
significantly from the landscape as it appears today.
4.5 Spatial Analysis and Statigraphic Sequence
One of the key challenges with soil science and microartifact data is to integrate the results of
those analyses with the final reports from excavation in these same areas. Figure 14, below,
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includes the stratigraphic sequence from (1) Square D:5-5/13-12 just north of the
geoarchaeology profile, (2) Square D:6/12, where the geoarchaeology profile was located, and
(3) the profile itself. Because these three data sets were generated by three different researchers,
they vary, sometimes considerably. The chart was constructed using written excavation final
reports from the supervisors of the two excavation areas (Darby and Darby 2015b) and
combining these data with the geoarchaeology report and laboratory analysis.
D:5-5/13-12
Loci

L 1306

Opening
elevations in
meters
228.8-.6

L 1311

228.6

D:6/12
Loci

L 1105 (from
the 2010
season)

Opening
elevations in
meters
Excavated in
2010

Goarchaeology Profile
Soil stratum
Opening and
Closing
Elevations
I
228.99-228.3
II

228.3-228.0

III

228.2-227.9

IV

228-227.8

V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI

227.9-227.6
227.7-227.64
227.7-227.6
227.64-227.58
227.62-227.48
227.52-227.3
227.6-227.3

.65 max depth
L 1115

228.16
228.09
228.13
.23 max depth
227.93
227.80
227.80

L 1316

227.915

L 1116

L 1318

227.76

L 1117

L 1320

227.6
227.728

L 1118

227.60
227.53
227.54

Close of 1320
and excav.

226.6

Close of 1118
and excav

227.076
227.33

Figure 14: Correlation between Excavations of D:5/5-13-12, D:6/12, and Geoarchaeology Profile. Courtesy of the
‘Ayn Gharandal Archaeological Project

As suggested above, some of the remains of D:5-5/13-12 and all of the section of D:6/12
where the profile was drawn and excavated combine to form the contents of one room that was
west of the site’s Roman bathhouse. Square D:5-5/13-12 was separated into three zones and the
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middle zone, or Zone 2, concerns the interior of this room. During the progress of excavation
D:5-5/13-12 was excavated first and then subsequently, the profile in D:6/12 was excavated
after the fact. The supervisors worked in tandem to coordinate the loci from their two squares
(Darby and Darby 2015b). For these reasons, the following analysis will describe the progress of
excavation in D:5-5/13-12 and the equivalent loci in D:6/12.
In D:5-5/13-12 excavation began with the excavation of some architectural collapse, but
began in earnest with L1306. Locus 1306 was only ca. 2 cm in depth and consisted of largely
sterile sand. The equivalent soil to L1306 in Square D:6/12 was probably already excavated
during the 2010 season as L1105 (Darby and Darby 2010).
Underlying L1306 was L1311. This locus was ca. 65 cm. in depth and included stone
collapse. Although this locus is considerably larger than its equivalent in Square D:6/12, the
supervisor noted that L1306 probably included two separate loci as indicated by greater artifact
density and less compacted sand-silt layer in the “bottom” of the locus. In actually, probably
only the bottom ca. 30 cm of L1306 is equivalent to L1115 in Square D:6/12. The soil that is
equivalent to the upper elevations of L1311 was probably excavated as L1105 in 2010. Locus
1115 also contained a high artifact density, according to the field notes. When compared with the
soil description and microartifact analysis for Strata I-III (Figs. 10-13 above), it seems clear that
L1311 really did include a top sand layer (=Stratum II) overlying the beginning of occupational
debris (=Stratum III), i.e., included two separate soil layers, as marked by an increase in the
types of microartifacts and organic matter in the lower portion of the locus. The change in
depositional pattern described at the bottom of L1311 would also seem to correspond with what
was observed in the geoarchaeology profile of Stratum III, with a top sand-rich layer and a
bottom consisting of “buried surface soil” (Fig.10 above).
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Moving to Locus 1316, this layer is equivalent to L1116 in Square D:6/12 and Stratum
IV in the geoarchaeology profile. The supervisor of L1316 noted a soil change within this locus
with a more compacted, light-brown sand-silt with low artifact density overlying a less
compacted, sand-silt layer with increased artifact density. The excavator of L1116 did not note
the double soil layers. It is likely that the very top of L1316, particularly on the eastern side of
the square (opening elev. 227.915m) corresponds to Stratum III in the geoarchaeology profile
(closing elev. 227.9 m), while the majority of L1316 corresponds with Stratum IV (opening elev.
228.0 m). Also it is possible that the soil observed as Stratum IV in D:6/12 and in the
geoarchaeology profile, varied in elevation north of that point in D:5-5/13-12 from which L1316
comes. This would explain why the excavator of D:5-5/13-12 observed a change in soil
consistency (Fig. 10 above) that is not reflected in D:6/12 or the geoarchaeology profile.
Locus 1316 overlaid L1318, which is equivalent to L1117 in Square D:6/12. The
supervisor noted a soil matrix of loose, silty sand that ranged from light brown to medium and
dark brown, with light gray and black ash deposits and high artifact density. The dark soil and
ash deposits were also noted in L1117. Both supervisors believed that L1318=1117 represented
the primary occupational debris from the room. These loci are equivalent on Figure 14 to Strata
V-VIII from the geoarchaeology profile (Fig. 10). These include a sand-silt rich occupation layer
in V, an underlying silt-rich layer in VI, a burnt surface in VII underlying VI, and another siltrich layer (VIII) underlying a small section on the western side of VII.
Locus 1318 overlaid L1320 in Square D: 5-5/13-12, a thin surface of compacted, pale
brown/green sand-silt overlying a thick layer of medium-small gravel. The locus had an
extremely low artifact density in the gravel. The underlying gravel extends to the base of the
adjacent bathhouse foundations on the east. The supervisor believed this was the original wadi
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wash deposit on which the bathhouse was constructed (see below for description). The excavator
noted that the gravel layer should have been given a separate locus number. In D:6/12 the
equivalent locus is L1118, which was described as a layer of sterile sand and rock overlying
gravel. As is clear in Figure 14, L1118 is ca. 40 cm smaller than L1320, indicating that the
gravel layer observed in L1320 probably began at ca. 227.20 m, or roughly equivalent to Strata
X and XI from the geoarchaeology profile.
For these reasons, the soil layer of Stratum IX from the profile probably represents the
bottom surface of the room in which these layers accumulated. Strata VIII-III represent the floor
of the room and accumulated occupational debris, with the highest concentrations in V-VI. The
total amount of occupational debris is ca. 40 cm. Although the supervisor of Square D:5-5/13-12
believed the lowest gravel in L1320 to be natural wadi wash, the PSA seems to suggest this was
gravelly fill transported to the area to level out the uneven ground between Stratum XI, the
natural wadi wash that serves as bedrock, and the area immediately west of the bathhouse wall
(see Fig. 11; Cyr 2018). After the fill was added to level the area, walls seem to have been
constructed; the base of Wall 1104 (227.487 m) has been sunk into the upper layers of Stratum
IX (=the upper layers of L1320=L1118). After this point, Stratum IX, or the uppermost reaches
of L1320=L1118, was used as the floor of the room.
Returning to the modern surface, all the data seem to agree that the onset of the sand dune
accumulation really began ca. 1 meter below the modern surface (Strata II-I). If this onset
occurred in the modern period, as the soil science may suggest (Cyr 2018), then a considerable
portion of the room could have been open to post-occupational processes and may have been
visible to the naked eye even when unexcavated.
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4.6 Artifact Analysis
In order to interpret the remains, the microartifacts must be placed in their stratigraphic context
along excavated artifacts from D:6/12 and D:5-5/13-12. Figure 14 above shows the equivalence
between the profile layers and the excavated loci from the two areas. To begin with, some
consideration must be given to the resolution of the data. For example, a soil sample may contain
remains of organic material that were not detected in the excavated layers because large tools
were used or the pace of excavation precluded attention to microartifacts during the season. One
way of mitigating the loss of data in the field, is to sift the excavated soil from a locus. In
general, loci that were sifted should have a higher resolution and if artifact types are missing, this
is less likely to be due to oversight by the excavators. If a locus was not sifted and was only
excavated with large tools, then the absence of small remains in that locus could be due to error
or oversight rather than their presence or absence in the excavated soil.
When loci are sifted in the field, the excavated soil is taken from the square to a sifting
station where artifacts are rejoined with those found during excavation of that square.
Each bucket of soil is sifted once through mesh screens where the soil is visually inspected for
artifacts. It is still possible, however, that microartifacts could be missed in this process. For the
purposes of comparison Figure 16 below and Appendix A record which loci were sifted during
excavation in the relevant squares.

D:5-5/13-12

D:6/12

Profile

Locus

Sift

Artifacts

Locus

Sift

1306

No

2 glass bags

1105

No

Artifacts

Layer

Artifact

I
Charcoal
Fish scale
Daub
Shell

1311

Yes

II
2 bone bags
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D:5-5/13-12
Locus

Sift

D:6/12
Artifacts

Locus

Profile
Sift

Artifacts

Layer

Artifact

Charcoal
Daub
Shell
7 glass bags
5 coins
3 bone bags

1115

Yes

1 glass bag
2 coins
1 bone bag
1 iron nail frag

III
Bone

1 Egg Shell
1 botanical

Egg Shell
Charcoal
Daub
Shell

1316

Yes

1 glass bag
1 bone bag

1116

Yes

1 glass bag
1 bone bag
6 coins
1 iron nail frag

IV

1318

Yes

3 metal bags
41 coins
5 bone bags
4 glass bags
1 charcoal
1 Egg Shell

1117

Yes

2 metal bags
11 coins
3 bone bags
1 glass bag

V
VI
(VII)
(VIII)

2 metal bags
12 coins
3 bone bags
3 glass bags
1 charcoal

1118

Charcoal

1320

Not say

Bone
Charcoal
Egg shell
Lithic
Shell
Fish Scale

No

IX
X
(XI)
Charcoal
Shell
Fish Scale
Egg Shell

Figure 15: Comparison of Artifacts Uncovered through Excavation in D:5-5/13-12 and D:6-12 with Microartifacts
Found in the Soil Samples from the Geoarchaeology Profile. Courtesy of the 'Ayn Gharandal Archaeological
Project. For Complete Data, see Appendix A.
Note: ( ) = no soil samples taken;

= overlap in artifact types

The analysis suggests two important patterns in the data. First, and foremost, the microartifact
data and the excavated data overlap the most in loci that were sifted and differ the most for loci
that were not. For example, Locus 1311=L1115 contained bone, egg shell, and botanical
remains, as did the microartifact analysis for Stratum III. Locus 1318=L1117 produced bone,
charcoal, and egg shell, which were also uncovered in the artifact analysis of Strata V and VI.
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The one outlier in this pattern is Locus 1316=L1116, which produced many artifact types but
nothing overlapping with the charcoal in Strata IV. It is also strange, however, that the sample
from IV contained only charcoal, as all other samples contained multiple microartifact types, so
there could be some type of aberration (e.g., Stratum IV is thinner than most other Strata and had
only one soil sample, while other Strata are thicker and had multiple samples). The excavators
could also have overlooked small amounts of charcoal in the soil matrixes of L1316=L1116.
The greatest overlap is in L1318=L1117 and Strata V and VI, particularly the amount
and variety of artifacts. Stratum VI is particularly striking. Despite the small size and depth of
the stratum (Fig. 10) and the fact that only one sample was analyzed, the stratum produced a
range of microartifacts as wide as any of the other, larger strata in the study. As stated above, the
excavators identified these layers as the primary occupational debris from the room, a point
corroborated by the soil science and microartifact analysis.
The least overlap occurred in loci that were not sifted, i.e., those equivalent to Strata IXX and particularly Strata I-II. Ultimately, these data demonstrate that the excavation is losing the
most information from the upmost layers that post-date Roman occupation and possibly losing
some information from the lowest layers if they are not sifted. Thus, the current method of
excavation could impede the project’s ability to reconstruct daily lifeways, post-abandonment. If,
however, Strata II-I reflect the modern onset of a sand dune environment, as the soil science may
suggest (see above), then the project is losing material that could help reconstruct the last century
of site use but would not necessarily pertain to the period immediately after Roman
abandonment, which might be more closely reflected in the upper levels of Stratum III. It is also
possible that the microartifacts in Strata I-II might have been misplaced from lower strata, might
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have been part of the soil matrix, or could have been brought to their current location by wind or
flooding events rather than human activity.
The second important pattern is the types of artifacts consistently missed during
excavation, which include shell and fish scale (Layers I, III, III, V/VI, IX/X in Fig. 16 above and
Appendix A). These artifact types were missing even from loci that contained a higher rate of
overlap with the microartifcat analysis results (as described above). This suggests that excavated
soils, even when sifted, still do not provide the same degree of resolution as microartifact
analysis and that this problem could specifically impact the interpretation of food
production/consumption or particular faunal patterns. It must be noted, however, that the site’s
zooarchaeological and archaeobotanical analyses are not yet completed and some of these data
may be more visible in those specialist reports.
Additionally, microartifact analysis of Strata V and VI produced evidence for lithics,
which were not detected in the loci described above. In general, stone objects are fairly underrepresented across ‘Ayn Gharandal, at large, with a total of only 43 registered stone bags
(including ground stones) from six seasons of excavation (based on the AGAP material culture
register). Only three of these objects were found in the area of the bath (the area where the
geoarchaeology profile is located), and two are identified as possible burnt stone with gypsum.
Object 7030 was found in D:5-5/13-12 in L1313, also in the same part of the square as the
stratigraphy described above (Zone 2). Locus 1313 (Top: 228.11 m, Bottom: 227.887 m) was
described as a large, irregularly shaped thermal feature near the north wall of the room, ca. 22 cm
in height (on the opposite end of the room as the geoarchaeology profile) consisting of a loose
ring of large, uncut field stones surrounding a thick ash pit. The feature included a large quantity
of burned and unburned crystalline stones that have been tentatively identified as gypsum. The
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feature was overlying L1324 (Top: 227.887 m, Bottom: 227.65 m), which is roughly equivalent
to L1316=L1116=Stratum IV, described above. This should make the stones in Feature 1313
roughly comparable to materials in the bottom elevations of Stratum III, albeit not adjacent to the
profile but on the other side of the same room.
The other possible burnt gypsum (Object 7022) comes from L1334 (Top: 227.094 m,
Bottom: 226.60 m), a foundation plinth for the W1308 (the western wall of the bath complex)
and consisted of concrete intermixed with gravel. This object is considerably lower in elevation
than either Object 7030 or the elevations of Strata V-VI from which the microlithics came. Given
the current data, both the micro and macro artifacts indicate that some worked stone was used or
modified in the room, perhaps for a range of purposes. This might be contrasted with rooms in
the adjacent bathhouse, where the only stone object recorded was a possible stone tile fragment
(Object 7029) from L1221 in D:7-6/14-13, or the caldarium (Darby and Darby 2015b).
Given the fact that the microlithics were uncovered at a significant depth and in
occupational debris, it seems likely they reflect actual activities in the room during Roman
occupation. Furthermore, two of only three stone objects recovered in the area of the bath came
from the same zone of the square, also confirming that the use and/or manipulation of stone
occurred in this space, at both higher and lower elevations. Seen from this perspective, the
microartifact analysis seems to match the macroartifact analysis from excavation. At the same
time, the absence of lithics in the excavation of D:6/12, where the geoarchaeology profile was
located, still serves as a warning that large-scale excavation could be missing important pieces of
data that could bear on the interpretation of room function.
In contrast with the bath, lithics have been uncovered in the site’s fort at various
elevations, including from the room north of the church basilica, in the courtyard outside the
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principia, in rooms along the fort’s west wall, in the fort gate, in the principia, and in rooms
along the fort’s northern wall (based on the AGAP material culture register). At least some of the
rooms have additional evidence for domestic activities and food production and consumption
(Darby and Darby 2015b). Thus, the microartifact analysis helps identify artifact types missed
during regular excavation – items that more closely align the function of this room east and
adjacent to the bathhouse with the function of rooms in the fort (rather than rooms from within
the bathing block itself). As with other types of evidence in the room, like pottery, food, glass
and ceramic unguentaria known to contain perfumes/oils, and a large number of coins (Darby
and Darby 2015b), the microartifact analysis suggests this room was used for domestic activity
and may have been associated with trade or activities and persons controlling access to the
bathhouse. It is possible that persons not associated with the military were paying to access the
bath, such as traders traveling on the Arabah route or even non-military, local populations that
may have lived outside the bounds of the site, and that this room was where business was
transacted or where items associated with those activities were stored. At the very least, the
microartifact analysis does not contradict this hypothesis and, in fact, has provided additional
evidence, like lithics, that might help construct a more nuanced picture of activities in the room.
4.7 Conclusion
This section has reported the results of micoartifact analysis and the way these results can be
integrated with particle size analysis, organic carbon analysis, and excavated soils and artifacts in
order to better understand the record of human occupation, breaks in occupation, and the
resolution of data from excavation. These data helped elucidate the deposition sequence and shed
light on artifact types not uncovered during regular excavation. The data also helped establish the
natural history of the site and its interaction with the built environment.
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5. Conclusion
As previous studies have shown, the only way to measure the interaction between the
environment and settlement choices is to integrate geoarchaeological and geophysical analysis
with systematic excavation. The goal of this thesis was to determine how microartifacts can
bridge the gap between data generated through large-scale excavation and geoarchaeology,
particularly as represented by the analysis of soil samples. As suggested above, microartifact
analysis is crucial in accomplishing several goals. The first goal was to better understand site-use
immediately following abandonment of the Roman-period settlement, during which time areas of
the site may have experienced intermittent human activity that does not otherwise appear in the
architectural record. The lack of overlap between loci that were not sifted and the microartifact
analysis confirms that during large-scale excavation, a lot of important information is lost,
especially from the topmost layers that post-date Roman abandonment, as well as from lower
layers which were not sifted. This is particularly detrimental in the process of constructing daily
life activities, like food preparation and consumption.
Mitigating the loss of data somewhat, is the standing question about the date of the
materials in Strata I-II, which, according to the PSA, carbon, and inorganic carbon results, could
reflect the modern period rather than the period immediately after Roman occupation. If such
were the case, the loss of data from Strata I-II would impact the project’s ability to reconstruct
the modern history of the site but might not impact the post-Roman period as much as might be
feared. Another way that the microartifact analysis aids in the reconstruction of abandonment
and post-abandonment (as well as primary occupation layers), is that it recovers data types, like
charcoal, egg shell, fish scale, and lithics, that might otherwise be lost during excavation. When
taken together, microartifact analysis has demonstrated that the project needs to consider
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carefully the resolution of the data it collects from the upper layers of site stratigraphy and be
more intentional about sifting and data collection from these layers.
The second goal was to combine microartifacts with soil science to help clarify the
relationship between human occupation and changes in the environment. In the soil samples,
environmental change was indicated by increased inorganic carbon, which may be linked to an
increase in aridity already during the primary, Roman occupation at the site. There were further
changes in the moisture and evaporation of the soil that indicated aridity and dune migration in
Strata I-II, which may be the reason the site was not reoccupied with a permanent domestic
settlement post-abandonment. The intensity and variety of microartifacts from certain strata and
their paucity in others also seems to confirm the occupational sequence and period of
abandonment, with concentrations in Strata III-VI and especially V-VI. The occupational
sequence is also confirmed by the large-scale excavation of this area and the overlap between the
microartifacts and the artifacts excavated in associated loci.
Microartifacts also shed light on the use of various materials in the occupational horizons.
In particular, microartifact analysis identified artifacts, like egg shell and charcoal,that were also
generated through excavation; but, the analysis found evidence for objects, like lithics, that were
not uncovered through excavation, thus providing greater nuance in the interpretation of
activities that took place in this room and how they may relate to domestic activities taking place
in the fort. Microartifact analysis and soil science also helped shed light on the construction
sequence in this room, proving that the area adjacent to the bathhouse was first leveled with fill
after the bathhouse was built and then the room was subsequently constructed.
What remains for further examination is whether the human activities at the site
contributed to environmental change or whether they merely responded to environmental
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changes. In other areas of the site, excavation uncovered construction modifications that may
have been a response to sand accumulation or wadi flooding. These include (1) secondary walls
built in the fort’s gate that narrowed the entrance and (2) the raised thresholds in the gate and in
the opening to the officer’s quarters (Darby and Darby 2015a). Additional evidence for flooding
events was found to the south and east of the geoarchaeology profile, alongside the furnace of
the bathhouse (Darby and Darby 2015b; Cry 2018). Construction modifications at the site may
be both a response to environmental difficulties and their cause. For example, sand and flooding
are not a problem without the barriers and landscape modifications created by large, stone-built
structures. However, this does not prove that human construction made sand accumulation or
flooding more frequent or intense.
In the case of the soil samples, the onset of aridity, as indicated by the soil science (Strata
V-VII), does seem to correlate with the primary occupational phase of the room, as indicated by
the microartifact analysis and excavated results. Furthermore, if the room were associated with
increased traffic to and from the bathhouse, possibly by users even outside the military garrison,
we might speculate that these layers represent an intensification of bathhouse use during the
primary Roman period. Recalling, for a moment, the marginal desert environment in which ‘Ayn
Gharandal was built, it is tempting to speculate that intensive use of the site’s bathhouse could
have affected the water supply from Wadi Gharandal, the water table at the site, and the onset of
soil aridity.
Finally, the microartifacts can be compared with the data generated through large-scale
excavation to assess what types of materials may go unnoticed during excavation and to adjust
future excavation techniques. For example, microlithics that were found in the soil samples were
not detected in the excavated areas, even when the same soil was excavated during the same
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season the samples were taken. Unfortunately, the loss of objects, like lithics, is significant, As
argued above, the presence of lithics in this room helps connect the functions of the room with
those of domestic spaces in the fort. These uncovered lithics indicate food production and
consumption, and even domestic activities which would not have been analyzed without the aid
of microartifacts. Furthermore, shell and fish scale were missed by the excavators fairly
consistently. Thus, microartifact analysis requires the project to rethink some of its data
collection during excavation and suggests that more soil samples should be taken from all areas
of the site for microartifact analysis.
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Appendix A
Figure 16: Registered artifacts from D:5/5-13-12 and D:6-12 Compared with Microartifacts from the Geoarchaeology Profile.
Courtesy of the 'Ayn Gharandal Archaeology Project
D:5-5/13-12
Locus Sifted
#
L
No
1306

Artifacts
Reg. 2128 (glass)
Reg. 2131 (glass)

D:6/12
Locus #
L 1105
(from the
2010
season)

Sifted

Artifacts

Profile
Layer

No

No glass

I

Artifacts

Charcoal
Fish Scale
Daub
Shell

L
1311

Yes

Reg. 3245 (coin)
Reg. 3246 (coin, 1/4)
Reg. 3247 (coin, 2/4)
Reg. 3248 (coin, 3/4)
Reg. 3249 (coin, 4/4)

II

Reg. 1292 (bone)
Reg. 1298 (bone)
Reg. 1307 (bone)

Reg. 1272 (bone)
Reg. 1345 (bone)
Charcoal
Daub
Shell
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D:5-5/13-12
Locus Sifted
#

Artifacts
Reg. 2106 (glass, large)
Reg. 2112 (glass 10
shards)
Reg. 2130 (glass 1
shard)
Reg. 2132 (glass 3
shards)
Reg. 2174 (glass 1
shard)
Reg. 2176 (glass 1 rim, 2
shards)
Reg. 2179 (glass 3
shards)
Reg. 6079 (egg shell)
Reg. 6081 (botanical)

D:6/12
Locus #

Sifted

Artifacts

L 1115

Yes

Reg. 2103 (8 glass,
shards)

Profile
Layer

Artifacts

III

Egg Shell
Charcoal
Bone

Reg. 1322 (bone)
Reg. 3271 (coin, sift
1/1)
Reg. 3273 (coin, 2/?)
Reg. 5103 (iron nail
frag, metal)

Daub
Shell
L
1316

No

Reg. 1364 (bone)

L 1116

Yes

Reg. 2129 (glass 1 base
unguent phial, 3 shards)
Reg. 2133 (glass 1
shard)

IV
Reg. 2097 (glass, 1
base and shards)

Reg. 1339 (bone)
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D:5-5/13-12
Locus Sifted
#

Artifacts

D:6/12
Locus #

Sifted

Artifacts

Profile
Layer

Artifacts

Reg. 3272 (coin 3/6)
Reg. 3274 (coin 1/6)
Reg. 3275 (coin 2/6)
Reg. 3276 (coin 4/6)
Reg. 3277 (coin 5/6)
Reg. 3278 (coin 6/6)
Reg. 5110 (1 iron nail
frag)
Charcoal

L
1318

Yes

Reg. 5085 (metal, iron
nails)
Reg. 5089 (metal, 2 nail
fragments)
Reg. 5093 (metal, 1
bronze frag)

L 1117

Yes

Reg. 3159 (coin 1/28)
Reg. 3161 (coin 11/28)
Reg. 3197 (coin ¼)
Reg. 3198 (coin 2/4)
Reg. 3199 (coin ¾, sift)
Reg. 3200 (coin 4/4)
Reg. 3201 (coin 2/28,
sift)
Reg. 3202 (coin 3/28,
sift)
Reg. 3203 (coin 4/28)

Reg. 5105 (1 nail frag)
Reg. 5106 (2 bronze
frags)

Reg. 3260 (coin, sift
9/13)
Reg. 3261 (coin sift,
4/13)
Reg. 3262 (coin, sift
1/13)
Reg. 3263 (coin, sift
5/13)
Reg. 3264 (coin, sift
6/13)
Reg. 3265 (coin, sift
7/13)
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V
VI
(VII)
(VIII)

D:5-5/13-12
Locus Sifted
#

Artifacts

D:6/12
Locus #

Sifted

Reg. 3204 (coin 5/28
from sift)
Reg. 3205 (coin 6/28,
sift)
Reg. 3206 (coin 1/1)
Reg. 3207 (coin 8/28,
sift)
Reg. 3208 (coin)
Reg. 3209 (coin 9/28,
sift)
Reg. 3210 (coin 10/28,
sift)
Reg. 3211 (coin 12/28,
sift)
Reg. 3212 (coin 13/28,
sift)
Reg. 3213 (coin 14/28,
sift)
Reg. 3214 (coin 15/28,
sift)
Reg. 3215 (coin 16/28,
sift)
Reg. 3216 (coin 17/28,
sift)
Reg. 3217 (coin 18/28)
Reg. 3218 (coin 19/28)
Reg. 3219 (coin 20/28,
sift)
Reg. 3220 (coin 21/28,
sift)

Artifacts
Reg. 3266 (coin, sift
6/13)
Reg. 3267(coin, sift
10/13)
Reg. 3268 (coin, sift
11/13)
Reg. 3269 (coin, sift
12/13)
Reg. 3270 (coin, sift
13/13)
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Profile
Layer

Artifacts

D:5-5/13-12
Locus Sifted
#

Artifacts

D:6/12
Locus #

Sifted

Reg. 3221 (coin 22/28)
Reg. 3222 (coin 23/28)
Reg. 3223 (coin 24/28)
Reg. 3224 (coin 25/28)
Reg. 3225 (coin 26/28)
Reg. 3226 (coin 27/28)
Reg. 3227 (coin 28/28,
sift)
Reg. 3229 (coin 1/1, in
situ)
Reg. 3237 (coin 6/7, sift)
Reg. 3238 (coin 1/5, sift)
Reg. 3239 (coin 2/5, sift)
Reg. 3240 (coin 3/5, sift)
Reg. 3241 (coin 4/5, sift)
Reg. 3242 (coin 5/5, sift)
Reg. 3250 (coin 7/28,
sift)
Reg. 1208 (bone)
Reg. 1309 (bone)
Reg. 1311 (bone)
Reg. 1319 (bone)
Reg. 1363 (bone)

Artifacts

Reg. 1324 (bone 4/4)
Reg. 1340 (bone ¾)
Reg. 1352 (bone 2/4)

Reg. 2101 (glass, 3 rims,
3 shards)
Reg. 2143 (glass, 4 rims,
26 small shards)
Reg. 2145 (glass, 11
shards)

Reg. 2114 (16 small
shards)
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Profile
Layer

Artifacts

Bone

D:5-5/13-12
Locus Sifted
#

Artifacts

D:6/12
Locus #

Sifted

Artifacts

Profile
Layer

Artifacts

Reg. 2158 (glass, 5
shards

Reg. 6104 (charcoal)
Reg. 6188 (egg shell)

L
1320

No

Reg. 5083 (metal, iron
L 1118
hinge and iron nail
fragment)
Reg. 5098 (metal, bronze
casting remains)
Reg. 3181 (coin 1/5)
Reg. 3182 (coin 2/5)
Reg. 3183 (2 coins
fused, 3/5)
Reg. 3184 (coin 4/5)
Reg. 3185 (coin 5/5, sift)
Reg. 3186 (coin 1/6)
Reg. 3187 (coin, 2/6,
sift)
Reg. 3188 (coin 3/6)
Reg. 3189 (coin 4/6)
Reg. 3190 (coin 5/6)
Reg. 3191 (coin 6/6)
Reg. 3194 (coin 1/1)

Charcoal
Egg shell
Lithic
Shell
Fish Scale
No
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NA

IX
X
(XI)

D:5-5/13-12
Locus Sifted
#

Artifacts

D:6/12
Locus #

Sifted

Reg. 1215 (bone)
Reg. 1223 (bone)
Reg. 1377 (bone)
Reg. 2146 (glass, folded
base, 3 rims, 7 shards)
Reg. 2152 (glass,
complete tubular base of
beaker)
Reg. 2178 (glass, 1
shard)
Reg. 6127 (charcoal)

•

Artifacts

Profile
Layer

Artifacts

Charcoal
Shell
Fish Scale
Egg shell

() indicate no samples from that soil layer
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